
DECORTECH 
FIRESAFE DECORPLY PLYWOOD
Décortech is leading the way in solutions for fire resistant plywood, decorative 
and acoustic panelling. Exclusive to Décortech, Firesafe Décorply Plywood 
meets a Group 1S in accordance with NZBC Clause 3.4(a) being a type 2       
substrate – Décorply has been tested to EN13501-1:2007 as per MBIE 
guidance 30 March 2015.C/VM2 Amendment 4, Table 2.

Décortech Firesafe Décorply Plywood is a pre-finished panel with a hard-wear-
ing UV cured coating that retains the look and beauty of natural wood. Our 
panels come prefinished preventing the need for additional onsite trades after 
installation reducing costs as well as potential onsite issues such as spills, 
overspray or damage. Décortech Firesafe Décorply is available in a range
of custom finishes including Clear, Nude, Blonded, Whitewash, Ivory, Mineral 
Tint of Brown, Blackwood, Harvest, Walnut, London Grey, First Avenue, and
Nordic.

Décortech Firesafe Décorply is a natural product which is constructed with 
laminated glue lines between plywood layers, voids in the plywood layers are 
natural and can be seen on the panel edge. While all care is taken, when ply-
wood is machined, cut or perforated, chip-out can occur making Holes, Slots & 
Grooves slightly imperfect.

When coating is applied to the face & panel edges the porosity levels and up-
take of the applied coating can differ due to colour differences in the underlying 
substrate and face veneer plywood

Why Wood?

Décortech specialises in decorative, acoustic and fire retardant timber panels 
utilising the many benefits of wood, including its renewability, sustainability, 
energy efficiency, and natural elegance. Timber brings a modern and warm 
look to any space and our Décortech Firesafe Decorply Plywood is enhanced 
by our Décortech factory applied finishes range for a premium result every 
time.

For further information regarding 
Décortech Firesafe Decorply Plywood 
please contact Décortech .

DECORTECH LTD
Freephone: 0800 211 311
Phone: +64 9 579 5726
www. decortech.co.nz
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